8 – LOMBOK, BALI AND HOMEWARD BOUND

Tuesday, 24 July
I slept well and was woken once again by the call to prayer. After my morning
ablutions I quickly got myself ready for my departure and sat down to breakfast.
Rhiannon appeared just as I had finished eating. As I was ready at a little after 7.30, I
went off on foot with the aim of taking some photos of the nearby market, which was
quite a colourful affair with women dressed in various different types of costume. Many
of the women bore heavy loads balanced on their heads.

The market in Lendang Nangka
I returned to the homestay by eight. While waiting for Sus, I endeavoured to pay for
my accommodation and meals, but did not have quite enough money. For some strange
reason, Sus was not at all punctual this morning; by 8.45 he had still not arrived. To kill
time, I went out and rambled up one of the narrow alleyways of the village to the fields
and back. I was just about to ask one of the others to drive me to a money changer when
Sus finally arrived just before nine. He was full of apologies and unlikely excuses; he had
his own motorbike with him today which, he said, would not be good enough for the
bad roads, and so he could not bring me to Bayan. It was obvious that he did not want to
go but could not say so for fear of losing face. He now advised me to use public
transport and told me that there was a bus that went direct from Masbagik to Bayan, but
Samsul told me that I would have to change at a town named Sembulan.
To save Sus any further embarrassment, I asked Samsul to bring me to a local money
changer. I hopped on the back of his motorbike and off we set. It did not take long for
us to get to a bank, but the transaction took a long time as the staff had to telephone the
head branch in Mataram and do a lot of typing in triplicate. In addition, they were
confused by my three names and only put down Charles William. At last I left with about
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$40 worth of local currency and we drove back to the homestay, where I paid Samsul the
balance of the money for my accommodation and something for the motorbike ride.
As Rhiannon was still there – like me, she was about to leave – I gave her some cash
as she had no money and, after we had said goodbye to everyone, we set off for
Masbagik in a dokar. For some inexplicable reason, the driver of the donkey and cart took
us the long way round to the town, just as Sus had done the day before and Samsul this
morning.

At the bus terminus I questioned two men in charge and discovered that there was no
bus going from here to either Bayan or Sembulan around by the east and north east
coast. Instead, I would have to travel westwards to the capital Mataram, and from there
proceed to Bayan along the better road on the north west coast. I therefore ended up
sitting beside Rhiannon in the front seat of the minibus that she was travelling in. When
the little bus was full to bursting point, we set off at about 10.30 a.m. The journey was
uneventful and I slept for some of it as I was tired.
We soon arrived at the bus terminus at Sweta, where people descended on us and
tried to make us charter a minibus. I said goodbye to Rhiannon and eventually a young
man came over and directed me to the public bus bound for Bayan. I left my luggage on
a seat as the bus was only beginning to fill up, and outside bought a package made of
large banana leaves, which contained a meal of rice, meat and vegetables. I sat down on a
stone bench to eat it and washed it down with some bottled water. I then bought a
plastic bag containing segments of pineapple, which were pleasantly refreshing.
I finally boarded the minibus when it began to fill up. A tall blond English lad sat in
front of me and I was joined by a lady from Bayan, who cradled a scabby-headed child in
her arms. When we set off at exactly one o’clock, she told me that the nearest village to
Mount Rinjani was Senaru and that the correct fare for the journey from Bayan to it by
motorbike was 1,500 Rp.
We now drove up into the mountains, where there was thick cloud, rain, and lots of
lush vegetation. Once again I fell asleep and, when I woke later, discovered that the
young lady sitting beside me had fallen asleep on top of me. Later she woke and sat up.
By now the scenery was quite dramatic: fine mountains and deep valleys sweeping down
to the sea. Here the sun shone fiercely and everything looked dry and parched. There
seemed to be very few people living in this part of the island.
The English chap in front of me now began to speak to me occasionally. He too was
bound for Senaru and intended to climb Mount Rinjani.
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We finally reached Bayan, a very ordinary-looking village, at 3.30 p.m. Motorbikes
were revved up and within minutes the fellow and I were on our way to a homestay in
Senaru. It took a little less than half an hour to make the uphill journey. We were finally
dropped off at a homestay that I found was full of not particularly pleasant-looking
Westerners. According to my guidebook, this place was supposed to be unique and off
the beaten track! I was horrified to discover so many tourists in the place.
The English chap and I were shown into the only room available, which contained a
double bed. As there was nothing else available, we were obliged to share it. I
immediately went off to the open-air bathroom, where I had a very welcome shower.
This done, I collected my camera and went off for a stroll. I photographed the tiny
hamlet, which looked quite charming and, following the dirt track up to Mount Rinjani,
stopped occasionally to take shots of the fine scenery, which was now lit by the late
afternoon sun. Away from the tourists, everything looked quite beautiful here.

Mount Rinjani and traditional buildings near Senaru
I wandered on – it was tough work climbing uphill and I was sweating in my heavy
shirt – and suddenly stumbled across another little village, which I now discovered was
the real Senaru. This was a unique fenced-in traditional village, where one had to sign
one’s name and leave a donation in the office of the kepala dusun or village chief. As I
signed my name, I asked a young man if it would be possible to stay here and, much to
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my delight, he said yes. I told him that I would go back to the previous village and collect
my luggage. Outside I spoke briefly to an Irish chap from Waterford, who seemed to
speak Indonesian quite fluently.
As I began to walk back to the place where I had left my luggage, which I discovered
was called Batukok, the Irish fellow caught up with me on his motorbike and gave me a
lift. I explained to the lady in charge of the homestay what I had planned to do and
returned to Senaru.

The building in which I stayed at Senaru
As I approached the village, I was hailed from a traditional building on stilts, open on
all sides. This, I discovered, would be my quarters for the night, among the locals. I
settled down on a raised platform and chatted to two young men who spoke English; the
elder of the two spoke quite fluently. They translated what I was saying for the benefit of
some other villagers, mostly men, who were seated around us. I was told that a meal was
being prepared.
Later I was given rice, noodles and plates of spicy vegetables, which I had to eat with
my bare hands; although right-handed, I constantly had to stop myself from using my left
hand (considered to be unclean by Muslims and therefore disrespectful). The food was
tasty enough, but the spices made my nose and eyes run. I could have eaten more, but
had to stop. I drank some water and later ate a banana. The people around me did not
eat anything; they just sat and watched me eating, which I found a little unnerving.
While we were relaxing and chatting afterwards, a man began to play a traditional
flute. The music was both weird and haunting. A lady joined in and sang words to the
rather shapeless melody. A feature used frequently by both flautist and singer was a very
wide tremolo. I was told that this music was in preparation for a show of Sasak dancing
in Bayan village this evening; motorbikes would come to collect all the people here.
However, time went by and no motorbikes appeared. All we could do was sit in almost
total darkness – there was no electricity here – and talk. I soon began to feel very sleepy
and was inclined to nod off. At last one motorbike arrived and a discussion took place. I
had no idea of what was going on, but no more mention of dancing was made.
Shortly afterwards we prepared to sleep. A woven mat was placed on the floor, two
pillows were produced, and more mats were hung up around us for warmth and
protection. I dozed off in my clothes for a while and later bestirred myself. I gave the
younger of the two fellows a lesson in English as best as I could, but it was not easy. He
had difficulty pronouncing the words and could not seem to differentiate between the
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letters F, P and B – all were pronounced F. After some gentle coaxing he managed to say
B, but not P.
When the lesson was over, I fetched my bedding, spread it over the mat and retired to
bed. When I realized that my young companion was asleep, I turned out a little oil lamp
made from a beer can. The platform was very hard and it was most uncomfortable to lie
on. However, I finally managed to drift off into an uneasy slumber.
Wednesday, 25 July
After a poor night’s sleep, I woke to the sound of voices and cocks crowing. Feeling
groggy, I lay in bed for some time and eventually got up to wash at about 6.30 when the
sun was beginning to rise. It was a lovely clear morning. I breakfasted on tea and a
banana and later, when I had washed my teeth and put away my bedding, my young
companion and I set off to see the little village of Senaru.

Traditional buildings, Senaru
The tiny hamlet of old wood, wicker and thatched buildings looked wonderful in the
early morning light. As I was up and about before the tourists, we saw the place as it
should be seen. I was told that a total of seventy-six people lived here; few were up and
about, and those who were looked miserably poor. Like the people whom I had met the
previous evening, all were chewing betel nut and their teeth and lips were stained dark
red. Some women were to be seen with great wads of betel leaves in their mouths; within
the leaves were the pungent seeds (or nuts) of the areca palm. All the people I saw
looked lethargic; the cause, no doubt, was acute protein deficiency and malnutrition.
Even I felt hungry and a little dispirited.
I wandered around the complex of hovels and rice barns and my young companion
explained things to me as best as he could. I then set off on my own for a stroll through
the forest towards Mount Rinjani. I climbed uphill for a stretch until I had a reasonable
view of the volcano through a gap in the trees. Having duly admired it, I turned back, for
walking here was hot and tiring.
I returned to the village and had another look around. A man, who turned out to be
the village chief, invited me into his house and invited me to sit down. He then chatted
to me in Indonesian and English, and gave me some mint tea to drink. This man was
also quite lethargic and addicted to betel nut; he offered me some, which I politely
refused. I finished my tea, gave him a small donation for the village, then walked around
it one more time.
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I left, passed by my lodgings and walked downhill towards Batukok. I went down
some steps by a deserted ‘coffee house’ towards a waterfall, which I was unable to find.
As I did not have the energy to go all the way down and back up again, I just had a
general look around and returned to the road. I had enjoyed the best part of the
morning, for now the mountain was obscured by cloud.
I returned to my curious dwelling and sat down to write my diary. When I had
finished the previous day’s entry, my young companion asked me for another English
lesson; he had written out more phrases in Indonesian in his notebook and was now
waiting patiently. The lesson lasted for a while and then he went off to see if lunch was
ready. I took this opportunity to take out my diary again and write this morning’s entry.
A number of men had joined me on the platform by the time lunch was served at
about midday, but once again, apart from one elderly man, they did not eat anything. The
meal consisted of a generous helping of rice, beans in some type of sauce, tinned fish
also in sauce, and more of the fiery noodles that had been served on the previous
evening. I avoided these but, as I was quite hungry, I tucked into the rice, beans and fish.
My young companion and the elderly man continually encouraged me to tuck in, which I
did.
When lunch was over, I washed my teeth and prepared to leave. I asked my
companion how much I should pay for the food; he told me that this was up to me. I
gave him 10,000 Rp and asked for 5,000 Rp in change, but he only had 3,000. He asked
me to give him my watch as a present, but I refused and instead gave him my phrase
book as it was in poor condition by now and I would have little further use of it.
Happy that I had seen this unique place and had stayed in it overnight, I said goodbye,
left, and walked down to Batukok. I sat on a bench beside a wayside warung and waited
for a motorbike to take me to Senaru; a bike appeared at 1.30 p.m. and off we went.
Hardly any petrol was used, for the fellow freewheeled most of the way down the
mountainside to the village.
A bus was waiting when I arrived. I climbed aboard, chose the front seat and left my
bags on it so that I could walk around outside for a while. The bus started shortly after
two o’clock but stopped frequently to take on more passengers. All sorts of things had
been loaded into the vehicle and on the roof, including big baskets with chickens
clucking inside. A Muslim youth sat beside me and said a few words to me in Indonesian.
As before, the journey was uneventful but, as the weather had improved, I now had a
better opportunity to view the scenery. Later, when the bus filled up, a little makeshift
seat was produced and placed between the driver and me. A girl sat on it; as she was not
at all shy, she talked to me and asked me a couple of questions about myself.
When we began to near some mountains, there was a shout and we stopped in the
middle of nowhere. There was a puncture in the front left tyre. Thanks to the assistance
of the driver of a passing lorry, the wheel was changed quickly, but then our driver
discovered that the gears were not working properly. There was another delay while this
fault was fixed. The driver finally appeared with filthy black hands and off we went once
again.
We now drove over the mountain range, with dramatic views of the surrounding
landscape, and passed several monkeys who were gambolling on the side of the road. We
then descended and approached the capital, though in a very indirect way.
At the bus terminus I hopped into another minibus bound for Ampenan; it also took
a circuitous route. I finally got out in a back street and found my way to the Perama
tourist office, where a man found me accommodation for the night. He took note of
where I would be staying so that I could be picked up on the following morning. I was
also informed that transport would arrive from the hotel shortly. I was quite impressed
by the service. Sure enough, a brand new minibus soon pulled up and a pleasant young
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man drove me the short distance to what appeared to be a good hotel with a large
restaurant. I was shown to a smart room which, after last night’s unusual though quite
uncomfortable accommodation, looked quite luxurious. The first thing I needed to do
was to take a shower, for I was filthy after the long bus journey. My bag, which had been
on the floor of the old bus, was very dirty too – there must have been oil mixed with the
dirt.
Clean once again, I then went to the restaurant, where I ordered a meal of European
food: chicken with chips and salad. It was delicious but, as there were so few chips and
they were tiny, I asked for some rice. Afterwards I ordered a very filling banana pancake,
which I was unable to finish. At one point, Herta (the German girl who had slept in my
room for one night in Yogyakarta) came in with two fellows. As there were no rooms for
them, they left shortly afterwards.
When I finished my meal, I took my tablets, washed my teeth and went out for a stroll
towards the nearby shopping centre. I found a clothes and shoe shop, and went inside to
see if they had any good sandals. The two young ladies who attended to me were great
fun. They asked me if I was married and, when I said no and discovered that they were
also unmarried, I jokingly invited them to come to Ireland and have some children by
me. They rolled around laughing at this and agreed immediately. They explained that the
prettier of the two could be my ‘older sister’ and the other one my ‘younger sister’. I had
good fun with them and also with a man who joined us a little later, whom the girls
described as ‘crazy’. After I had wandered around, looking at some shirts, I left and
walked on a little farther. When I turned back and approached the hotel again, I bumped
into Herta and the two fellows who had just eaten a meal somewhere, but were not
particularly impressed by the food.
Back in my room, I went to bed early and wrote some of my diary. However, I
became so sleepy that I had to turn out the light and ‘hit the sack’. This would be my last
full day in Lombok; I was quite sorry to leave.
Thursday, 26 July
I was awake before my alarm clock rang at 5.30 a.m., but I lay on a little longer. I got
up at about six, washed, and was outside the dining room looking for my breakfast
shortly afterwards. However, there was no sign of life anywhere. To kill time, I wrote up
a little more of my diary. The dining room opened shortly after 6.30, but I was not
served until nearly seven o’clock. I paid for the room and my breakfast while eating.
However, I need not have rushed or worried, for the bus to the ferry did not arrive until
nearly 7.30.
The drive to the ferry did not take long; I fell asleep for part of the journey.
Fortunately it was a fine, clear sunny morning. No time was wasted at the port; the driver
gave me my ferry ticket and I walked straight on to the boat. I climbed up to the top
deck and, as only a few people were on board, I was able to secure a seat where I wanted
it – at one side. I sat down and a man in front of me who spoke a little English presented
me with a turtle egg, which was a rather unusual gift. I then took out my diary and began
to write some more. Shortly afterwards, a couple of lads came walking around and tried
to interest people in buying sarongs and other garments. I examined a fairly rough
example of ikat and asked the couple behind me for their opinion. When the seller was
distracted and out of earshot, the man told me that it was not particularly good and
advised me to offer just 5,000 Rp. I returned it.
Later, the man in front of me bought a couple of items after careful scrutiny. The
other lad came around with ikat sarongs and bed covers, and the man in front bargained
him down to 10,000 Rp for a bed cover. He told me that the examples were of good
quality and were hand made. I looked at one, discovered a few minor flaws typical of
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hand weaving and, deciding that I liked it and that it would make a good present for a
friend, bought it for the same price as the man had paid. I could now keep the more
expensive Sasak handwoven sarong for myself.
The ship finally began to move at nine o’clock. This time the boat was not so
crowded and it was a good deal cleaner. I now stood at the side in order to see better. I
then discovered that I could easily make my way to the fore of the vessel, where I sat for
some time, watching Lombok slipping away behind and thinking about home. For me,
the trip was now coming to an end and the journey home was beginning. After
ruminating and looking at the waves for some time, I fetched a book and sat in the
sunshine, reading it.
We seemed to take a more direct route this morning, for no sooner had we left
Lombok than Bali began to appear on the horizon. The journey took just three and a half
hours; by 12.30 p.m. the boat had docked and we were walking off. We were told to wait
at the restaurant in the village and have a drink until our bus arrived. I helped myself to a
complimentary bottle of mineral water and, as there was plenty of time to spare, I
ordered a meal of fried noodles, which were quite tasty. At the next table were three men
speaking Chinese. While I was eating an ice cream afterwards, one of them turned
around and smiled at me. He was quite surprised when I greeted him in his own
language. While I chatted with the three men, we discovered that our bus had arrived. I
gobbled down my ice cream, paid and left. The bus had been overbooked and was
almost full, but I managed to secure a seat on it.
I spent the uneventful journey listening to a young couple arguing nearby and dozing.
The driver did not seem to know which way to go when we approached Ubud, and had
to follow directions from some women who lived locally. Instead of stopping at the
Perama tourist office, we ended up at a parking area some distance away. This meant that
I had to walk a longer distance to get to my original Arimurti Sukadana losmen.
When I walked in, I found Anja and Else sitting outside their room. The lady in
charge recognized me instantly and showed me to a fine big room containing a double
bed. She then fetched my rucksack and the clothes that had been washed. I asked if Mr
Sukadana was around, but was told that he had gone to the wayang kulit or shadow
puppet play that he had told me would be happening this evening. However, the lady
told me that it had started at two o’clock. I instantly gave myself a quick wash, donned
my sarong and a scarf that the lady kindly gave me, and set off on foot with my camera.
Finding the exact place in Peliatan village proved to be difficult, and I had to keep
asking people, many of whom did not know about the event. I passed some colourfullydressed musicians hammering away on gongs and drums outside a house, but the music
was for some other event. I finally found the house a little farther on. It was full of
people sitting in front of what I assumed must have been a coffin; behind it was a silent
gamelan orchestra. Although everything looked very colourful and interesting, I felt like
an intruder. I asked a couple of men if Mr Sukadana was here and they said no. One of
the men told me that the wayang kulit would start at nine o’clock this evening.
I left, walked back, and stopped briefly to watch a procession winding its way down a
lane. Back at the losmen I changed into my trousers, collected some things and set off
again. At the Perama office I bought a ticket for the shuttle bus that would bring me to
the airport on Sunday. I also changed some more money. Next I walked to a tourist
office nearby, where I paid a small fee in order to have my flight confirmed and got the
man to ring the motorbike hiring company. It was just as well that I asked the man to do
this, for the fellow in the company could not understand me. It turned out that Thomas,
the German chap, had just left the bike back and had said nothing. I cursed myself, for
now I had drawn attention to the damage that had been caused. The fellow in the
motorbike company asked me to come to his premises at eight o’clock on the following
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morning. Although I realized that getting there at that early hour would be prove to be
difficult, I said that I would be there.
I now walked back, but stopped to look in some shops and stalls near the market.
Nearby, the little fellow from Tasmania recognized me and ran up to me. As usual, he
had plenty to say! I then went to the Tropicana restaurant and there had a good meal of
chicken saté with peanut sauce, rice and salad, followed by a tasty bowl of fruit with
yogurt and honey. I washed everything down with a glass of papaya juice.
Fed and refreshed, I returned to the losmen, where I found Mr Sukadana. He told me
that the arrangements for the cremation ceremonies today had changed somewhat, but
he would check the information that I had been given for this evening’s puppet show.
He also told me that Sheila, whom I had met in Yogyakarta, had arrived here in the
meantime but had moved to Candidasa, on the east coast of the island. I told him about
the accident with the motorbike and he said that the $40 demanded of me for the
damage to the vehicle was excessive. He told me that we should have reported the
incident to the police first. He also said that if I wanted to be back here by 11.30 a.m. for
tomorrow’s cremation ceremony, I should leave at 4 a.m. for Kuta! I decided that I
would telephone again in the morning and try to speak to Thomas.
I then returned to my room, where I sorted out my things, tidied up and sat down to
write my diary. When I had finished, I went outside, spoke to Anja for a few minutes and
then met Mr Sukadana again. I asked him if it would be worth my while reporting the
accident with the motorbike to the police and he said yes. He brought me on his
motorbike to the police station, which was not far away, and we explained what had
happened. Just as I had guessed, there was little that they could do to help; at least I had
tried. They advised me to contact the police in Kuta if I was overcharged there.
When we returned, I said good night to Mr Sukadana and went to bed.
Friday, 27 July
As I woke at 5.30 a.m. this morning, I decided to get up and go to Kuta in order to
sort out the business with the motorbike. I washed quickly and by 6 o’clock I was up at
the main road, where a minibus stopped and I hopped on board. As there were so few
people about at this hour of the morning, we travelled at speed to Batu Bulan and arrived
there in thirty minutes. I was able to watch a fine sunrise during the comfortable journey.
I hopped out just in time to catch a minibus heading to Denpasar, where I transferred to
another bus which, after a short delay, set off and stopped at the station for Tegal. From
here, another short bus ride brought me to Kuta, which I finally reached just before eight
o’clock.
At this hour of the morning, when all the tourists were still in bed, the place looked
quite agreeable. I was directed to Poppie’s Road, where I quickly found Poppie’s
Restaurant and the Lasi Brawati losmen. I spoke to the man in charge who told me that
Thomas, the German chap, had moved to another losmen nearby. I walked towards it,
turned a corner and, much to my surprise, met Thomas! We were both surprised to see
each other at this early hour of the morning. He had good news for me: the motorbike
owner had accepted just 5,000 Rp as Thomas had drawn little attention to the damage,
and so he now gave me 15,000 Rp back on the spot! I was really delighted and very
relieved.
I thanked him, walked down the main road and by 8.15 was on a minibus bound for
Tegal. Once again I was in luck with all the other buses, and arrived back in Ubud by
10.35.
I now had breakfast, did a couple of things and shortly afterwards left with my
camera, sarong and scarf for Peliatan to see today’s big cremation. Taking Mr Sukadana’s
advice, I waited at the Peliatan dance hall, where I was offered a seat by a lady. A girl
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from my losmen appeared and we fell to talking. I was surprised to discover that she was
English; a year or two spent in New Zealand explained her unusual accent. I also learned
that her father came from County Waterford in Ireland, which accounted for her red hair
and freckles. We waited for at least half an hour until things began to happen at about
midday. A noisy and colourful procession including men bearing a gaudy wooden tower
and a black wooden bull made its way up the road to the accompaniment of music, then
turned into the open field where the hall was situated. The familiar preparations followed
while groups of tourists, including me, gathered around and snapped photos.

Cremation ceremonies, Ubud
This was not all, for hardly had this cremation got under way when another
procession appeared from somewhere else. A larger wooden bull under a big canopy was
placed on a hillock and, like the first one, the bull was cut open at the top so that
offerings could be placed inside it. When the two sets of burial paraphernalia were set
alight, another procession appeared bearing a coffin, then others, until I guessed that
there must have been at least six coffins to be burned. The ceremony was very colourful
and noisy, with the music, the drumming, and the bearers whooping and shouting. The
women were all magnificently dressed in fine sarongs, the likes of which I had never seen
on sale at any tourist stall.
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Cremation ceremony, Ubud
The ceremony dragged on for some considerable time; my companion Susanna left
along with various other people. As something else was happening at another location, I
decided to wait and watch. Two platforms were hastily constructed, offerings were
placed on them, and other paraphernalia and offerings were laid on tables. Two priests
then sat on the platforms, where they chanted and rang little hand bells. As I was hungry
by now, I slipped over to a stall and had a lunch of three sweet rolls, a banana and some
tea for a trifling sum. I then returned to find most of the people praying with the priests.
Apparently the bones of the deceased person had been ground up. I learned later from
Mr Sukadana that the person’s ashes would be scattered on the earth and in the sea, so
that all the five elements – earth, fire, wood, metal and water – would be included. I also
discovered that the large wooden bull under the canopy, which I had seen earlier, had
contained the bones of a lady of high rank who had died one year previously. This,
apparently, was common practice as elaborate cremations were costly occasions, which
meant that people had to save hard. The lady had been one of three wives belonging to
some important man.
The ceremony came to an abrupt end at about four o’clock and people melted away. I
walked back to the losmen, changed into my trousers, then ambled up to the tourist
office, where I enquired about my flight confirmation. However, I was told that the
relevant person had not yet returned from the airport. I then wandered around, looking
in shops to see if I could buy presents for friends, and made my way down towards the
Monkey Forest. I stopped briefly at the car hire centre and found the minibus outside
with the scratches still visible at the back. I spoke to a young fellow in the office and
complained that I had been overcharged. When I left, the boss drove by, waved and
stopped. I gave him a piece of my mind and he invited me to bring the police to his
office.
I then returned to the losmen, where I washed my hair, did some packing and wrote
some of my diary until shortly after eight o’clock. I then marched briskly to the
Tropicana Restaurant, where I ordered the rijstafel for two people, got a glass of
pineapple juice for myself and waited for Susanna to arrive when she got back from the
evening’s performance of the kechak dance. She appeared at about 8.30; we ordered a
large bottle of beer for the two of us and shortly afterwards the meal was served. It was
delicious and well worth trying. We chatted over the meal, relaxed, then paid up and left
for our losmen. We then said goodnight and I talked to Mr Sukadana before retiring to
bed. A very pleasant day.
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Saturday, 28 July
My last full day in Indonesia. Breakfast this morning was my favourite dish: a bowl of
black rice pudding and a plate of fresh fruit washed down with tea – delicious! As I was
in no hurry to do anything in particular today, I took my time over breakfast and read an
article in Time magazine about recent happenings in Burma.
When ready, I walked up to the market where I strolled around looking for presents
and souvenirs for friends. I bought a new watch strap for myself, a rather hideous
wooden mask for a friend who wanted something typically Indonesian, and a sarong for
another friend. With my purchases in a bag and my watch back on my wrist, I now
decided to go for a walk and, following a route outlined in my guide book, turned
northwards at the bemo junction. The road I took brought me past houses for a while
until I found myself in the quiet countryside, surrounded by paddy fields. There were few
people about.
I walked for a good distance through this peaceful area until I met some good-natured
schoolboys who conducted me along a narrow path. We went down rough steps into a
gorge, where a stream gurgled at the bottom, then climbed back up the other side. The
path led to another little road heading northwards. I said goodbye to the boys at the
junction and continued northwards. I now passed some dwellings where the local people
smiled at me, waved and said hello. I was now well away from the touristy area – it was
like being back in Lombok. Although it had been dull and cloudy this morning, the sun
now shone brightly and it was hot.
As I had not brought my camera and was just enjoying everything around me in an
unhurried manner, I at last began to soak up the unique atmosphere of Bali – and of
Indonesia – which so far had somewhat eluded me. I now realized that I had been in too
much of a hurry to see everything – which I knew was a common fault of mine. On I
walked, occasionally stopping to rest and take in my surroundings. When I eventually
came to a tiny village with a temple and then a main road, I turned back towards Ubud.
By contrast, the little town seemed horribly noisy and busy when I finally returned to
it. As I was hungry by now, I went to the market for something to eat. Taking the advice
of a young man who was eating at one of the stalls, I ordered the babi kecap: a mixture of
pork and vegetables in sauce with plain rice. The young man, who was both pleasant and
interesting, came from Luxembourg. Later we were joined by some other men.
I left at about 2.30 p.m. and walked back to the losmen, where I met Mr Sukadana. I
showed him my morning’s purchases and he pronounced them to be fine. He then came
to my room, where I showed him the photographs and postcards that I had brought with
me. I gave him all the remaining postcards and a photograph of myself. Delighted with
these gifts, he mounted the photo at the back of his album; I wrote my name under it
and then wrote some complimentary remarks in his visitors’ book. He was delighted with
this too.
I spent a lazy afternoon writing my diary, snoozing and packing. I was now a little sad
at the prospect of leaving, for I had now become very fond of this place. When Mr
Sukadana appeared at about five o’clock, I went with him on his motorbike to the police
station, where we tried to get a policeman to come with me to the minibus owner’s place
to see if he would give me any of my money back. However, I was told that although
they would be glad to help me, there was nothing they could do as the money had been
paid and nothing had been signed.
When we returned to the losmen, I chatted to a pleasant young Canadian lady whose
husband Paul lay sick in bed. However, he was well enough to get up, come out, and see
if anybody was ready to eat; I was invited to join them. As there was a power cut and it
was now raining, I fetched my umbrella and torch, and together we walked to the
Tropicana restaurant. Paul ordered the chicken saté, which he pronounced excellent, and
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Susan and I ordered the rijstafel, which I did not mind eating again, for this evening it was
slightly different. I thus succeeded in ending my trip on a high note: having a good meal
with agreeable company. We chatted, took our time, paid the bill, then walked back
together.
In the losmen I gave Paul details of the places that I had visited when in Lombok, as
he and Susan would be going there on the following morning, said goodnight to them
both and retired to my room early. The electricity went off again – and so did my little
lamp, which had run out of oil. Mr Sukadana filled it up for me. I then wrote my diary in
the dim light and finally went to bed at a sensible hour, for I would be off to the airport
early on the following morning. Thus ended the final night of a fascinating holiday,
during which I had visited some wonderful places and had met many interesting and
pleasant people. I had certainly got a good taste of Indonesia.
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